The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented accumulation of proteins in large online databases which has led to the need for automatic prediction of protein function essential for massive and timely annotations of the proteins in these datasets. Protein databases, combined with functional annotations and machine learning (ML) techniques, offer many potential benefits, including significantly facilitating rapid pharmacological target identification. The main objective of this study is to identify, for the problem of enzyme classification, the most powerful combinations of descriptors taken from different protein representations. To achieve this objective, four approaches for representing the Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) combined with three methods for representing the Amino Acid Sequence (AAS) are evaluated with the aim of experimentally producing a powerful ensemble of descriptors for enzyme function prediction. Each protein descriptor is classified by a Support Vector Machine (SVM), with the set of SVMs finally combined by sum rule. Cross-validation experiments using these descriptors on single-functional enzymes (n=44,661) extracted from the PDB database demonstrate that the ensemble proposed here achieves superior classification rates compared to state-of-the-art ML techniques reported in the literature on the same dataset. Although the proposed ensemble strongly outperforms these other techniques, it is computationally much heavier, mainly because the PSSM extraction process is time consuming. However, there is a growing repository of proteins where PSSM has already been extracted, making the proposed method more practical and attractive. The MATLAB code and the dataset used in the experiments reported here are available at https://github.com/LorisNanni.
Introduction
Environmental genomics has led to the discovery of many new protein families and the creation of massive protein databases [1] . Providing these proteins with experimentally verified functional annotations using current methods (e.g. NMR spectroscopy) is laborious, expensive, and inadequate to the task of annotating these growing collections of protein sequences. Fortunately, collections of proteins that have been annotated are sufficiently large enough now to train supervised machine learning (ML) approaches to perform functional annotations on protein sequences that have yet to be annotated [2] .
Many machine learning (ML) approaches have been proposed for automatic protein annotation, many of which consider the enzymatic structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the enzyme commission (EC) number as a comprehensive framework for annotation. Enzymes are proteins classified into six primary classes based on the chemical reactions the enzymes catalyze: i. oxidoreductases, ii. transferases, iii. hydrolases, iv. lyases, v. isomerases, and vi. ligases. These classes are labeled with the enzyme commission (EC) number (NC-IUBMB, 1992), a system that is based on experimental evidence [3, 4] . A given enzyme code starts with the letters "EC" followed by four numbers representing a hierarchical classification level, each separated by periods. The first level designates one of six high-level classes that represent a generic reaction type. The second and third levels mostly describe the bonds or functional groups in a reaction. The fourth level defines the substrate and specific enzyme-catalyzed chemical reaction. Important in any machine learning task is representation and the extraction of powerful descriptors. Ruiz-Blanco, et al. [5] have identified four protein descriptor families based on protein representations: sequence-based, linear-topology-based (both 1D), pseudo-fold-topology-based (2D), and 3D-structure-based (3D). Early work in automatic enzyme annotation focused on extracting 1D features from sequence-based representations, mostly representations based on the 1D amino acid sequence (AAS), which is a string that represents the arrangement of the amino acids composing a protein. Features taken from the AAS have been trained by such classic classifiers as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) ( [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) ( [14] [15] [16] ), decision trees, random forest (( [17] [18] [19] ), and neural networks (NN) ( [20] ). Agüero-Chapin et. al [21] proposed using Topological Indices to BioPolymers (TI2BioP) for calculating topological indices extracted from DNA, RNA, and protein biopolymers. More recently, Ruiz-Blanco, et al. [5] successfully extracted Pseudo-fold-topology-based 2D descriptors where TI2BioP were applied for projecting biopolymeric sequences into bidimensional graphs. For two comprehensive reviews of the early literature on automatic enzyme function classification, see [22] and [23] .
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Comparatively little work has considered the structural model of a protein, such as the high-resolution 3-D structure of protein sequences. This can be accounted for in the main because the rate at which protein structures are being solved is increasing faster than advances in experimental knowledge [9] . Thus, there is an urgent need to add functional annotations to protein structures. The benefit of using structural attributes in the prediction of enzyme function has been demonstrated in [24] utilizing a Bayesian approach and in [13] where classification looked at the utility of a protein's structural information along with its combination with sequence-based descriptors. Excellent results were achieved in [25] when protein structure and chemical information were combined with sequential information into a graph model from which features were extracted and classified by SVM.
Relevant to this study are the fusion approaches proposed in [2] and [13] that are based on structural information, esp., the systems named SIfusion in [2] and SVMstructural in [13] , where structural information trained on SVMs is coupled with kNNs trained on AAS. Finally, Ruiz-Blanco et al. [5] have demonstrated in their assessment of different descriptors that 3D structural features rank first class in information load though all classes were shown to encode significant information.
Although descriptors based on AAS are essential for training classification models, another representation in common use is the Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM), which is more informative than AAS in that PSSM incorporates evolutionary information. PSSM [26] , is a scoring matrix representation for proteins calculated with the application PSI-BLAST (Position-Specific Iterative Basic Local Alignment Search Tool). PSI-BLAST is a sequence similarity search method that specifies the scores for observing particular amino acids or nucleotides at specific positions. In other words, this tool compares PSSM profiles to discover related, though sometimes remote, homologous proteins or DNA. Descriptors based on PSSM have been shown to improve the prediction performance of both the structural and functional properties of proteins across a range of bioinformatics problems [27] , including the prediction of protein structural classes [28] , protein fold recognition [29] , protein-protein interactions [30] , protein subcellular localization [31] , RNA-binding sites [32] and, relevant here, protein functions [33] [34] [35] [36] . In [35] , for instance, 1D descriptors taken from PSSM were classified using probabilistic neural networks (PNN), kNN, decision tree, multi-layer perceptron, and SVM. In [34] , multi-functional enzymes were identified from the ENZYME database via a combinational model of SVM and random forest.
In addition to training descriptors taken from different protein representations on SVM, NN, random forest, etc., more recent works have explored deep learning techniques, which have revolutionized ML, particularly machine vision, with the introduction of such deep learners as the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [37] . The primary advantage of using deep learning techniques is that they automatically derive or learn a set of features for a specific classification problem Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Systems during the training process, unlike more traditional approaches that require ML engineers to select and extract an appropriate set of handcrafted features upfront before the training phase begins. CNNs have been applied to many protein classification problems, specifically to protein secondary structure prediction in [38] [39] and to protein function prediction in [40] [41] [42] [43] . In [38] , classification was based on PSSM and in [39] on one-dimensional convolution applied on features based on AAS. For protein function prediction, DeepGO, proposed in [41] , was one of the first methods to employ a CNN to predict protein function from the protein AAS and cross-species protein-protein interaction networks. DeepGO was improved in [42] with DeepGOPlus, which used a CNN to scan a sequence for motifs predictive of a given protein's function and then by combining this approach with sequence similarity-based predictions; DeepGo was also enhanced in [43] with DeepText2GO, which integrated probabilistic sequence-based learners utilizing deep semantic representations of texts combined with domains, sequence homology, families, and motifs. In [40] , shape features were extracted that represented protein structure as a local (for each amino acid) dispersion of angles and amino acid distances. The multi-channel image and feature maps served as the inputs to an ensemble of CNNs for function prediction (MultiChannel CNN). The outputs were then combined with a kNN or SVM.
The goal of this work is to develop an ensemble of powerful protein descriptors for the problem of enzyme classification. Many well-known protein descriptors are investigated, including those derived from the AAS model and variants of the PSSM matrix representations of a protein. Produced in this investigation is an effective and competitive ensemble of descriptors/features for enzyme classification, a set that obtains state-of-the-art performance on a large (n=44,661) dataset of single-functional enzymes that were extracted from the PDB database.
The main contributions of this study include:
• Using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to extract a set of features from the PSSM matrix; these DCT coefficients are used to train an SVM classifier.
• Combining PSSM and DCT, which produced the best performance among the stand-alone approaches based on PSSM, outperforming the widely used PSSM descriptors;
• Combining both aminoacidic sequence descriptors with the different PSSM descriptors, which obtained the best performance on the dataset used in this study;
• Successfully producing an ensemble that outperforms those reported in the literature.
It should be noted that there is a major drawback to the approach proposed in this study. The PSSM extraction process is time-consuming, and ensemble methods Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Systems require considerable computational power. Although computation time is not a significant factor in the testing phase, it is a consideration in the training phase, esp.
when evaluating large sets of descriptors across many large datasets. As far as PSSM extraction is concerned, however, there is a growing repository of proteins where PSSM has already been extracted. Moreover, these limitations are offset to some degree, given the power of PSSM descriptors.
Proposed approach 2.1 General machine learning approach for protein classification
It was noted in the introduction that the main goal of this study is to evaluate descriptors and features extracted from two protein representations. The method proposed here extracts different descriptors from both the ACC and PSSM protein representation. The descriptors are then trained on separate SVMs, with the scores of the SVMs summed for a final classification.
The two protein representations are discussed in section 2.2, and the different features/descriptors are described in section 2.3. In some cases, the extraction methods detailed in section 2.3 are repeated several times. This repetition is necessary so that each of the physicochemical properties are considered in the extraction process. The physiochemical properties were obtained from the amino acid index database [44] available at http://www.genome.jp/dbget/aaindex.html). An amino acid index is a set of twenty numerical values, each corresponding to a unique physicochemical property of the amino acid. Rejected are amino acids where all properties have a value of less than two. To date, the amino acid index database has 566 indices and 94 substitution matrices; though this number may seem small, a small set of properties is considered adequate for classifying most protein problems.
The ensembles of SVMs were implemented using the LibSVM toolbox (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/). SVMs are trained with the training data using a grid search, thereby ensuring that the test is blind. All features are linearly normalized to [0, 1] based on the training data.
The ensemble approach employed in this work is based on the idea of combining all the information contained in sets of different descriptors. SVMs are fused using the weighted sum rule (which includes the standard sum rule since it is equivalent to the weighted sum rule when all the SVMs are assigned the same weight) [45] .
Protein representations
In this study, the descriptors, or features, are extracted from two protein representations, AAS and PSSM, which are the focus of this section. How the different descriptors are extracted from these representations is detailed in section 2.3.
Amino acid sequence (AAS)
As noted in the introduction, sequential-based models of protein representations are based on AAS, a string that represents the arrangement of the 20 native amino acids composing a protein. AAS represents a protein as a linear sequence, defined as = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) , where R = [ , , , … , ] , and represents the 20 native amino acids.
Research has demonstrated that combining AAS with information regarding the physicochemical properties of amino acids produces many robust protein descriptors, as discussed by Kawashima et al. [44] , which show that this combination is sufficient for defining protein structure and functions.
Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM)
PSSM [26] is a scoring matrix representation for proteins calculated with the application PSI-BLAST. In this study, PSI-BLAST is called from MATLAB. When calling PSI-BLAST, four parameters must be specified in the command-line flags: position, probe, profile, and consensus.
PSSM is an N×20 matrix:
where N is the protein length, and , is the probability of amino acid occurring at position . Each row contains values representing the positions of the sequence, and the columns contain values representing the twenty amino acids. Each element of ( , ) is calculated as ( , ) = ∑ ( , ) × ( , ) 20 =1 ( = 1, … , ; = 1, … , 20). The expression ( , ) is the ratio between the number of probes and the frequency at position of the ℎ amino acid. The expression ( , ) is the value of the Dayhoff's mutation matrix and reflects the rate of change between the ℎ and ℎ amino acids. PSSM scores are positive and negative integers, with smaller values indicating that an amino acid occurs more frequently in the alignment than expected and larger values signaling that the amino acid is occurring less often than expected. In this way, a given element in a PSSM profile approximates the occurrence probability of an amino acid at a given location.
Protein feature extraction approaches
The seven methods for extracting the features from the two protein representations (AAS and PSSM) are described in this section. Features extracted from AAS include Amino Acid Composition (AS), Quasi Residue Couple (QRC), and Autocovariance approach (AC). Descriptors extracted from PSSM include Pseudo PSSM (PP), Average Blocks (AB), Autocovariance matrix (AM), and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
AS
AS is defined as ( ) = ℎ( )/ ∈ [1, … , 20] , where ℎ( ) simply tabulates in a protein sequence of length the number of instances of a given amino acid.
QRC
QRC [46] , motivated by Chou's quasi-sequence-order model and Yuan's Markov chain model [47] , extracts features from a protein sequence. Given the physicochemical property , QRC is defined as
( , + , ) + , ( + , , ),
(2) where and [1, . . . , 20] are the twenty different amino acids; = + 20( − 1), N is the protein length, and ( , ) returns the value of the property for the amino acid . , ( , , ) = ( , ) , if = and = ; otherwise, , ( , , ) = 0.
Here, descriptors are extracted for , range of 1-3, and concatenated. This produces a feature vector of length 1200. An ensemble of QRC descriptors is generated by randomly selecting twenty-five ties for .
AC
As suggested by the name, AC [48] is based on autocovariance and is a sequence-based variant of Chou's pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) [49] . AC results in a set of PseAAC-based features that are produced by concatenating the twenty standard AAC values with the addition of values that consider sequence order. The parameter (set to 20 in this work) indicates the maximum distance between the two amino acids and .
Given a protein = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) for a fixed physicochemical property , the AC descriptor ( 
where ( , ) is the value of property for amino acid , and ℎ( ) calculates the number of times a given amino acid occurs in a protein sequence. Both and are the mean and the variance, respectively, of , normalized on the twenty amino acids: 
As with QRC, the physicochemical properties are randomized twenty-five times to generate the ensemble of AC descriptors.
PP
PP is a popular PSSM descriptor [50, 51] . Like AC, it preserves information about the amino-acid sequence by taking into account the pseudo amino acid composition.
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Given an input matrix ∈ ℜ ×20 , the PP descriptor is a vector 
where k is a linear index that scans the cells of Mat, lag is the distance between one residue and its neighbors, N is the length of the protein sequence, and E∈ℜ N×20 is the normalized version of Mat: k=j+20×(i-1),
where k is a linear index that scans the cells of Mat. As a result, AB is the average of Mat blocks.
AM
AM [52] is a PSSM descriptor that utilizes an autocovariance matrix (thus, the label AM) to preserve local sequence-order information. AM represents the average correlation between positions. To make each column of the matrix fixed length, we apply autocovariance variables to each column of the input matrix. AM is calculated from the input matrix Mat ∈ℜ N×20 as
with j=1, …, 20; lag=1,…,15; k=j+20×(lag-1), and where N is the length of the protein sequence, k is an index that scans the cells of Mat, and lag is the distance between a given residue and its neighbors.
DCT
DCT [53] , a separable linear transformation for converting a signal into its elementary frequency components, is a PSSM descriptor. The value of DCT is its ability to collapse information into a small set of coefficients.
With Mat ∈ℜ NxN as the input matrix, DCT is defined as Here the DCT descriptor retains the first 400 coefficients.
Results and Discussion

Dataset
The ensembles of descriptors described in section 2 are tested on a benchmark dataset [40] that contains 44,661 protein structures divided into the six top-level EC classes (EC Class [Sample Size]): EC1 [8, 075] ; EC2 [12, 739] ; EC3 [17, 024] ; EC4 [3, 114] ; EC5 [1, 905] ; and EC6 [1, 804] . As can be seen, these classes are unbalanced. The protein structures were collected from PDB. All enzymes in PDB that occurred in more than one class were excluded. A five-fold cross-validation testing protocol was used, four folds for training and one for testing. After the classifiers were trained on the training set, class probabilities were calculated for the testing samples.
Experimental results
Experimental results comparing each of the descriptors described in section 2.3 are presented in Table 1 , alongside some of their fusions and state-of-the-art results from the literature. Before each fusion, the scores on the training data are normalized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
The fusions considered in Table 1 are the following: Given the normalized scores, the sum rule sums the matching scores obtained by the different classifiers that are combined. In addition, we have reported the performance obtained using PSSM-DCT as the input to two other classifiers: Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks (MFN) [54] and Random Decision Forests [55] , labelled RF here. It will be observed that both MLP and RF obtain a performance that is lower than SVM.
Performance is measured as accuracy, i.e., as the ratio of correctly predicted observations to the total number of observations. SVMstructural [13] 73.5
Examining Table 1 , we observe the following: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of some widely used protein representations and feature extraction methods. The goal is to identify the descriptors and combinations that prove most beneficial for enzyme classification. We show that an ensemble of representations based on PSSM significantly boosts performance. Comparing the best ensemble proposed here with the literature on the same benchmark dataset demonstrates the superiority of our approach.
Experiments that compare the performance of descriptors and their fusion, including descriptors that can be extracted from deep learners, as well as additional classification methods need to be conducted. In the future, we plan on examining ensembles made with AdaBoost and Rotation Forest. Ensemble methods require considerably more computational power than SVM, however. Although computation time is not a significant factor in the testing phase, it is a consideration in the training phase, esp. when evaluating large sets of descriptors across many large datasets.
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In the future, we also plan on testing other feature transforms beyond DCT; moreover, tests will be performed using PSSM as an input to CNNs. However, this increases the issue addressed at the end of the Introduction regarding the need for increased computation power and time during the training phase. CNN requires far more computational power than other classifiers. Given the power of current GPUs, however, this limitation is becoming less of a concern.
Finally, as an alternative to Chou's recommended procedure of developing a web server, nearly all the MATLAB code used in this study, including the code for our best performing ensemble, is freely available. In our opinion, providing source code is of service to researchers in the field and enables any group to implement and set up any number of servers using the ensemble presented in this paper.
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